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buffet you had to climb over some mud and flowers; maybe that was meant
to keep people off? Having seen this official inauguration of Switzerland’s
contribution to the contemporary arts, the decision of Urs Fischer and
Ugo Rondinone not to attend their own opening at San Stae suddenly
made sense. They may be arrogant famous artists (and their presentation
in San Stae is just silly) but if this is the way a country celebrates the official presentation of your work, absence is the only answer.
The dinner at Peggy’s scheduled for Saturday I actually missed because I
had to go and open a show at my Kunsthalle. According to other people’s
statements it was also embarrassing, the supporting bank only celebrating
itself and abusing the whole thing as an arty gadget for its clients. I really
wonder why the BAK (responsible for Swiss art representations like the
biennale) gives hand to such cheap deals; their ‘masterpiece’ was actually
to publish an official ad for the Swiss representation in Venice – paid by
taxpayers’ money – including advertisements for the representing galleries
(who would of course make money selling the works that were produced
with mostly taxpayers’ money before).
Art Basel
As press conference of Documenta was scheduled on Wed morning I had
booked my train to Kassel for Tue; so I missed Art this year. I only went
to the Swiss awards for shooting the new WeAreTheArtists photostory.
However, having obviously learned from Venice the bar offered so much
booze that we all got into a terribly good mood, making us receptive for
the idea of going on to Liste, Kunsthalle and then even Liste party and
get terribly pissed. The party being boring we were almost passing out at
3 am, so we ordered a taxi back to Zurich. This cost us the value of the
artists’ group I was together with in Venice and confirmed what I keep
on saying: In Switzerland it’s all about money.

Lapping up the artfair loot: Venice, Basel, Kassel and beyond

Update: Grandtour
By kielmayer@gmx.net

La Biennale di Venezia
Just after arriving in Venice I met my friends and of course we exchanged
some gossip. I normally dont have so much of it, the only thing was actually about Adam Budak. The weekend before I had met a strange woman
who told me that he is going to be the next curator of Manifesta; she also
told me that this information is not official yet and I should tell nobody.
Of course it was the first thing to tell my friends; but I did it not in a very
clever way, as we were on a vaporetto full of art people (and I was virtually shouting it into the boat.). However, after telling them I regretted instantly: What if my information was not even true? What if Adam would
somehow trace back an untrue rumour to me? I actually like him and I
think it would be a shame if he hates me for telling people rubbish about
him... I begged my friends not to tell anybody; there is nothing worse
than trying to gossip and have wrong information!
After a lush buffet at Maria Lind’s and Tirdad Zolghadr’s book launch
at the Metropol hotel we went to Peggy Guggenheim’s, where the Germans had their party. I was actually lucky to get in, the nice curator of
Kunsthalle Nürnberg made it possible. It was actually quite funny that
Susanne had chatted her up before on the way to Peggy’s, not knowing that this was the curator who had hated her work at the Biennale
in Prague so much... On the way from Peggy to the Icelandic pavilion
(both exhibition and party were crap) I bumped into my banker friend
from Zurich who was walking around with a little group of Australian
clients; what a coincidence! He informed me that this bunch of 5 or 6
people had a money value of about 2’000’000’000 Euro; myself having a
group value of about 200 euro I heartily wished him a pleasant evening
and we went our ways.

The next day I had to find out that WeAreTheArtists was not rated a first
class publication by the organisers of the Biennale: Unlike all the fancy
press people I was not allowed to collect my press kit yet but told to come
back one day later; bastards. But who cares and off we went to the Giardini. Of course not half of the shows are good, but I always like the mixture
and diversity of so many totally different manifestations of contemporary
art. Top was Aernout Mik for the Netherlands and Monika Sosnowska
for Poland, the worst certainly Tracey Emin for England. Her show was
incredibly bad and looked like she had absolutely no idea how to fill the
space; so she had just stuffed it with some dreadful paintings and sculptures. Evening programme included the cocktail reception of the Dutch at
5* Hotel les Bains on the Lido; very glamorous. Huge piles of nice food,
good quality drinks and lovely people. Actually Adam Budak was there,
and I was totally paranoid that he might have found out about my gossip from the other day. But together with him there were actually people
with hundreds of flyers on which you could read that Adam Budak is indeed the curator of next Manifesta. Being relaxed now I moved over and
congratulated him; and took his complaint about never being mentioned
in WeAreTheArtists very seriously.

Documenta Kassel
The bad things first: One could say the Documenta 12 is a Cosima von
Bonin solo show, enriched with some other artists’ works; even if you
don’t want to agree on that, you could still say there is definitely too much
Cosima von Bonin in it. You could also say that this Documenta does not
represent contemporary art and its variety at all (maybe you better check
out the rest of the Kassel art programme during the summer months, including another impressive video installation by Yves Netzhammer in the
Karlskirche). Roger M. Buergel and his wife Ruth Noack started from
the fact, that representation of the whole contemporary art production
is impossible; so not even trying it can hardly be criticised. But the fact
that they put works from art history into the show – the oldest European
reference a Manet painting, and even older paintings and carpets from
India and China – is surely controversial. On the one hand it makes the
whole exhibition a bit didactic and puts you into the role of a stupid student who must learn from the curators. On the other hand a system of
references is suggested that by its aesthetic character can be misleading; to
put in Schloss Wilhelmshöhe 2 Kerry James Marshall paintings together
in a room with historic paintings just because they all show black people
turns aesthetics into superficiality. Moreover, you could say there is too
much bad African and Asian art in the show. Especially some of the African works (for example Romuald Hazoume) may have a strong message
and moral statement in it; but I must say that I don’t need these things as
bad works of art but definitely prefer it as a BBC documentation. And
finally you could say, that the curators’ hate for commerce and glitz in the
art world sometimes resulted in choosing second rate versions of artists
who unfortunately are part of the hated glitz.

Performance of Kassel artists at the Documenta press conference
Adam Budak at the Dutch cocktail reception

Better than her art: Tracey Emin’s impressive cleevage

It was 2 years ago when I decided never to go to the Venice Biennale again
just for the show: I mean what’s the point of spending so much money and
time just to see horrible artworks? This is why I came for the opening this
year, so I would at least get the social and networking part of it. To get to
Arsenale we actually had this fabulous idea of taking the Vaporetto from
the north side; after a 20 minutes walk from the vaporetto stop we found
ourselves 50 metres away from the north end of Arsenale. But these 50
metres were water and it took us half an hour to organise a water taxi that
took us to the other side. However, if you don’t have a ticket but want
to get inside the Arsenale, this is the way!! We started our tour from the
wrong end; the presentation of the African artists and Turkey was okay,
but then it got worse and worse. Maybe if you come from the official
entrance it is better, as then the exhibition gets a bit better to the end?
Robert Storr is certainly a very intelligent person and his show may refer
to interesting and relevant contents, but aesthetically it was a desaster.
Another negative highlight was the official opening of the Swiss pavilion
(actually hosting a clever piece by Yves Netzhammer). Obviously there
was not enough money left for a sound system, so nobody could hear the
unamplified speech. The buffet was extremely poor, not a single peanut,
and the crappy booze was gone within 20 minutes. In order to access the

However: I think the way the show is curated is – compared to Venice – a
masterpiece. From the beginning to the end there is an atmosphere in it,
created by a clever light management, a very thoughtful combination of
the works and also walls painted in different colours (I just hope that rejecting the white cube idea is not an intellectual statement; would be a bit
late for that...). The colours hardly ever disturb the artworks, neither do
they add unwelcome meaning; they just make walking through all these
rooms more pleasant for the visitor. It’s as simple as beautiful: every now
and then the eye gets a visual refreshment and you don’t get exhausted
after 1 hour. This playful colour management may actually also come as
a healing shock to some artists: Hey, if your work is good, you can actually show it on yellow! The way the works are presented is also clever: not
only right ankles in the dividing walls, projections and pictures mixed together in a semi-dark atmosphere, but also now and then an amazing room
just for a little piece of work. The curators also worked with repetition
a lot, not only with Ai Weiwei’s chairs that are installed in many places
(I guess to sit down and have a rest?) but also with artists shown in different
venues in different contexts. It is with such simple measures the curators
manage to keep the show together, even on that large scale.
More problematic is the satellite destinations of Documenta; they look a
bit like Buerghel hates this kind of thing but could be convinced by some-
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body that a large scale show must branch out somehow...Not only this
elBulli thing in Spain, but also the Schlachthof in Kassel you can hardly
find. It looks like the city of Kassel put a lot of pressure on the Documenta team to include another local institution into the show; the result of which was that the curators gave 2 videos (!) to the Schlachthof...
I mean, hello!? Thousands of square metres and they could not find a
space for 2 video projections?! It really looks like an alibi-thing; which is
a shame, because the 2 videos there are certainly some of the best works
in the whole show.

Regarding the show I must say you can easily stay at home and buy the
catalogue. The works are mostly on a very high level; it’s thoughtful and
impressive art, some of it with charming concepts. But when you stand
in front of the works it’s actually exactly as you would have expected
after reading the catalogue’s text. My personal highlight was Elmgreen
and Dragset’s play ‘Drama Queen’ (written by Tim Etchells), featuring 6
different artworks from the 20th century having a conversation together.
It was funny, intelligent (not really sophisticated though) and very British. My favourite artwork in the play was of course Elegy III (referring
to Barbara Hepworth’s piece from 1966); it was constantly coughing and
asking for a cigarette; God save the Queen!

Update: London
By rebecca_geldard@hotmail.com

Mud, sweat and cheese: the diary of ‘Intelligent Muscle’ at Café
Gallery Projects, London
Buergel’s hierarchy of Documenta venues?

Apart from that the preview days were pleasant. No plastic people like in
Venice, no vip services with limousines sponsored by a bank and no fancy
cocktail receptions where they wouldn’t let you in (or was I just not invited?!). It is nice to be surrounded by professional people for a change, as
this is normally so out. The same like everywhere was the food situation
though. I must say that Buerghel and Noah looked very well at the press
conference, maybe just a bit tired... If I had to travel around the world all
the time, I would probably not survive the unhealthy life that I am leading when abroad... In Venice it was nibbles all the time, just enriched now
and then by a pizza or ice cream; in Kassel it was kebaps, sandwiches or
delicious plum tarts. On top of that I smoked too much, let alone all the
drinks. In Kassel this is particularly bad, as Germany is a beer country;
after getting into it, half a litre of beer is really gone in 15 minutes, so you
end up with your water supply being based exclusively on beer.

Yves Netzhammer, Zuzana Ponicanova and Bernd Schurer at dinner

Skulptur Projekte Münster
Boarding the VIP train from Kassel straight to Münster I found myself in a compartment together with Artur Zmijewski and his wife (or
girlfriend?), a funny Asian and a stylish American woman. Zmjiewski’s
wife asked the steward where they could go and smoke a cigarette but
got an irritated glance back: ‘You are sitting in a smoker’s compartment,
so please go ahead!’. Getting used to total prohibition of smoking in all
public spaces I must say I was ever so slightly surprised that in a Middle
European country you can still smoke in trains. But you should have seen
the face of the American women! Gasping for air – as she was suffocating already by the idea of cigarette’s smoke in her precious lungs – she
barked: ’You must be kidding. You certainly cannot smoke in here’. Being tolerant Europeans Mr Zmijewski and his wife smoked their cigarettes outside in the aisle without further arguments. Unfortunately I had
no craving for a cigarette at all, because otherwise I would have lighted
one demonstratively within the compartment. Why do Americans think
that their needs stand above all other regulations wherever they go? We
cannot smoke in their bars, fine; but why should we stop smoking when
they come over to us and smoking is still permitted by law?? Apart from
this I still cannot believe in what tone she had said ‘You certainly cannot
smoke in here’. I think as civilised people indeed we don’t have to take
all the freedom guaranteed by law if somebody is suffering from that.
But why not asking the Zmijewskis in a perfectly normal and polite tone
if they would mind smoking their cigarettes outside? No wonder everybody hates the Americans.

Drama Queens by Elmgreen and Dragset. All photos by Oliver Kielmayer

What happens when four artists, with reputations as independent problem solvers and makers, are confined within a gallery space for 12 days
and charged with the task of conceiving, creating and curating an exhibition? In May of this year ‘Intelligent Muscle’, a K3 project, brought together four artists whose practices explore different sculptural concerns
at the intersection of craft and concept: Tom Ellis, Max Mason and Liz
Murray from the UK, and Swiss artist Daniel Robert Hunziker. The following excerpts from the project’s blog describes the radical evolution of
‘World of Muscle’ as, during their temporary incarceration at London’s
Café Gallery, the four negotiate the rigours of on-site protocol and emotional demands of a 24-hour art society, the amorphous intellectual territory of author/ownership and the perils of the fondu alarm.
17-MAY-2007
Trudging along the damp, almost steamy park approach to the Café gallery I wonder what waits: creative anarchy, happy days or a sulky silence
to match the palpable ennui of the hooded youth loitering nearby with a
spade. The fab four have been in residence at Muscle HQ now for two days
– will they talk, will they walk, will they reveal anything at all?
Spirits are high after last night’s crash of Gormley’s opening at the Hayward. Despite rumours that they might not venture out or let anyone in
– with the exception of vital supplies and trades people – a pact has been
made that as long as the four do everything together, some downtime can
be negotiated. This is not after all a reality project and there is the issue
of some rabbits, home alone. What is that smell, a faint whiff of smugness
amongst the collective vapours released before the birth of a creative act?
For I gather, from the cagey verbal offerings reluctantly pushed my way
across the breakfast table that much has been discussed. They are becoming ‘us’ and we are becoming ‘them’. There is talk of timber, the constructive restrictions of disabled access and the need to make this stark,
rather imposing building – for each and every Muscle – a place in which
they can and want to work.
19-MAY-2007
What a difference two days make. The level of industry and architectural
ambition powering through Muscle HQ on clouds of MDF dust is quite
something. In the gravel-coated courtyard the whine-clunk of the band
saw devouring strips of 2be4 and spitting out the unusable chunks like
redneck tobacco makes vocal mincemeat of Karen O’s stereophonic output. The masking-tape floor plan appears to have been steroid enhanced
to become a freestanding internal site office that virtually fills the whole
of the foyer, while the ‘four-headed artist’ moves in a componential, yet
seamless fashion as if previously choreographed or working to some secret, insistent timetable. The new gallery within a gallery abutting the
glass entrance will cleanse visitors – like the disinfectant puddle between
changing room and swimming pool – of all prior assumptions as they prepare to negotiate the site.
21-MAY-2007
The hyperactivity of two days ago has been stretched over the time lapse
tapering into a steady release of productive energy – like swapping an
isotonic drink for a protein shake. They are very much in the middle of
making and bloggers that bother feature a long way down their list of priorities. Certainly lower than biscuits, night-lights and the jam sessions I
am guessing will take place from the guitars and electronic piano dotted
about the material clutter.
In the hungry fight of kunst versus calories, art is winning, by some margin, although gastronomic plans are in place for tonight. It seems the
ghost of another Muscle is lurking in the space waiting to cook: a woman
called ‘Jacky’. Who is Jacky? Not, it seems, a woman or a spectral apparition but Swiss Muscle Hunziker (this is his childhood pet name, though
for the record he bears little resemblance to namesake and motor-racing
Scot, Stewart). At a suitable point this evening Jacky H will lay down the
hardware and don a pinny to produce some high-fat mountain food that
will sustain the Muscle massive through a potentially long night.
23-MAY-2007
In the wider world of Bermondsey a gas explosion causes local and commuter chaos. Police tape carves up the near vicinity like the uneven portions of a strangely nonchalant pie. Inside, the Muscles are knee-deep the
politics of making, authorship and their own very different expectations.
During the process of making their shed for invention (and means of managing themselves within the gallery site on their own terms) every Muscle had a predefined role. Now that the structure is complete they have a

place within which to make, should they wish, but the task of what and
how is less simple. This is tricky stuff. In one sense, the nature of putting
on an exhibition dictates that something should be made to represent the
process of negotiation this undoubtedly is. On the other hand, every move
they make together as the four-headed artist could be termed art as much
as any physical manifestation produced.
25-MAY-2007
Four artists, eight hours, one hole. Last night, in two-hour shifts, the
Muscle team dug for victory and to success. The Cafe Gallery‘s cafe society gravel garden has suffered the rudest intervention. A large mound
of claggy brown earth – the totemic turd-pile of toil – points skyward,
away from an impressive cylindrical tunnel, the depth of which is difficult
to gauge. It‘s hard to believe you would be able clamber out if thrown in
(and personally I doubt the four-headed artist, even with its eight neatly
positioned ears, would hear you scream).
Competitivism may have driven the physical process, but the finished
piece is all about joint authorship. Visually, it‘s a beautiful organic piece of
yin-yang formalism, conceptually it speaks of the modernist sensibilities
that have defined sculptural output (Rodin‘s „science of the bump and the
hollow“, helpfully evaluates one Muscle) and emotionally it is the tunnel
of love (and of sweat and sleep loss) that has helped reconfigure the previously split mercurial beads of Muscle back into a single, indomitable form.
It‘s nightfall and the smell of melting cheese is in the air. Cabin fever may
be setting in, but this microcosmic world is far from crisis.

Photo by Clare Goodwin

04-JUN-2007
Biblical rain. On opening night big fat droplets fall spattering faces, dripping down necks and dive-bombing heads like recycled effluent endlessly spritzed from the backsides of London’s pigeon dead. Not good
for the hole, not good in attracting the private view crowd or art-going
families on this a day of worship. But the power of Muscle proves a bigger draw than copious cosy domestic moments across the capital and the
hole is as the hole does. In damp dribs and drabs the public bravely keep
coming up path, perhaps compelled by the promise of art unleashed, or
called by some previously buried ancient force recently unearthed when
four dug as one.
As much as the tacked up drawings, paintings, objects, text and graphic
pieces inside provide titillating glimpses into the World of Muscle, there
are times when they seem like a distraction from the sculptural purity
of the site office and crafted graft of the outdoor cavity. As statements
of joint artistic output these pieces embody the spirit of the project, the
hardship endured throughout and the big tick in the after-event success
box, for they also work on a formal level. I don’t know exactly what the
four of them went through, that was never the point, but I feel moved
enough by these works to know that whatever it was, it wasn’t in vain.
From the reductive soup of their combined efforts individual projects
will likely grow.
For more see www.intelligent-muscle.blogspot.com

Shelagh Cluett
Born 17th December 1947, Dorset UK
Died 24th June 2007, London
Shelagh Cluett was a prominent figure at Chelsea College of Art &
Design for over 30 years, teaching both on BA and Ma. She was Director
of Postgraduate Studies and principal Lecturer from 1986 as well as external examiner for many colleges throughout the UK and abroad. Her
other duties included Panel Member of the London Visual Arts Board
and Faculty Member of the British School at Rome. Shelagh will be
sadly missed by family and friends, and by all the artists who had the
pleasure of her teaching.
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Oh, hi Bernadette, how’s life?
Didn’t expect to see you here.

Sorry if my unsubscription pissed you off.
I noticed that I have been swiftly
removed from your database – that
was fast. I didn’t know that being included in the database was dependant
upon subscription to the e-newsletter.
I thought it was an archive of exhibited artists. Sorry I don’t fit your
criteria.

Oliver, can I have
a word with you?

2

3

7

8

Excuse me?!

You know
exactly what I’m talking
about. Susanne told me what
you’ve been saying about
me.

May I introduce you both: Christian, this is Bernadette, Bernadette, this is
Christian. Bernadette is currently in the process of
insulting me for removing her from a database linked
to a newsletter she wants to be unsubscribed from.
And Christian is currently behaving hysterically because of something I have probably never said.

I mean, if
I want to find out what’s
on at a particular institution, I
go to their website or subscribe to
their newsletter. But with Oliver I just
automatically found myself on his mailing list! In all my years of exhibiting at
hundreds of art spaces and museums all
over the world, no institution has ever
made the assumption that because
I have shown with them I must
therefore want to be on their
mailing list!

12

15

Do y
many

Christian, maybe
no-one wants to put you o
their mailing list because afte
the experience of working with
they are only too glad to lose
form of communication.

13
Everybody
knows how difficult you
are. Always asking for cutting-edge
technical equipment, but with no idea
of how to operate the media you make
your projects with. Do you remember when
we did ‘Xenophobic knowlegde production’
together last year? Three days before the opening you decided not to show the paintings but
a multi-channel video instead. OK, fine, but you
insisted on projecting it with HD resolution
projectors, then arrived with your work on
bloody DVDs! What’s more, you wanted the
three channels synchronised to the single
frame, but the work had been edited
so badly that no synchroniser
was necessary!

So this
is why you are going
around telling everyone that I
should not be taken seriously?!
You are such a wanker.

16

Oh, I didn’t know that you had a
problem with this? Actually you’re the first
tist we’ve shown who’s asked to be unsubbed from our newsletter. I just thought that if
re not interested in our programme then you
e not really interested in being represented
within our archive, that’s it.

I have not chastised anybody. Maybe
you had better just fuck off and stop
spoiling my evening? I really–

5
…I process each day, how
many emails my server allows me
to process, and to what degree email
processing disrupts my working
schedule?

Hi Oliver. How
unpleasant to see you here.

6

4

Frankly, I find
your reaction to this
situation rude, immature
and totally unprofessional.
How dare you chastise someone, especially an artist you
have exhibited, for merely
asking to unsubscribe from
your newsletter?!

you have any idea how
y emails…

9

11

Bernadette, I dont
know you and I dont know what
you are talking about, but I totally
agree. Oliver is also constantly spamming my mail account with irrelevant
information about local artists
cooking in the Kunsthalle…
Christian, you are
totally right: You don’t
know what we are talking
about, so would you mind
shutting up?

10

on
er
h you
e all

If this is the level of professionalism associated with his museum, then we are
better off having nothing to do with it – I think
Oliver has actually done you a rare favour in
expelling you from his database!

14

17

17
18

Christian is damn right!
How can you have the
audacity to chastise
people for–

I have not chastised
anybody.

Listen, to be honest, I
think you’re blowing this totally out of
proportion; I find you very funny. I think you’re
being extremely rude about me and a space that
was kind enough to once show your work. If I’m right,
Bernadette, wasn’t it you who sent us your documentation?
I don’t recall asking for it. How dare you complain about
art spaces adding people to mailing lists – the mailing list of
a space you were happy to show in – when actually you
are just like any other artist sending their documentation
around to such spaces hoping to get a taste of the
limelight. I like your work; I liked it enough
to show it. But I really think you
need to calm down.

19
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21

20

Yes, try and be
professional yourself before you
start talking about others’
unprofessionalism!

Absolutely! And don’t repaint the picture
as though I came crawling to you pleading for an exhibition. It’s ridiculous that an art institution believes they are
doing an artist a favour by being “kind enough” to exhibit their
work. By the way, what “limelight” exactly do you think you
can offer to an artist? You must be joking?!

I simply asked to
unsubscribe, for God’s sake! It
was you who interpreted this as
aggression and behaved like an insecure
teenager. Even if the message “unsubscribe”
should have been enough, I was polite and
explained my choice.This has been blown
out of proportion now, but I sincerely
thought that an artist expressing their dismay over your inappropriate behaviour
might assist your future
professional dealings–

22

What you’re revealing here
about your attitudes to artists, art practices, and the role of art institutions borders
on scandalous. What kind of skewed vision must
you have of the power structure between
galleries and artists?

24

I’m a museum, not a gallery
I find it interesting and
pretty pathetic that you attempt to
further chastise me by suggesting I was
more or less begging to show my work in
your gallery–

23

It’s a museum, not
a gallery. And, once again, I have
not chastised anybody.

25

I urge you to
reflect on what your point was
in making these comments!

Maybe you had better reconsider the way you communicate with
the artists you show. I can only hope that you
find more supplicatory artists to work
with in the future.

So do I –
shouldn’t be that
hard actually.

Unsubscribe. Text by Oliver Kielmayer, photos by Clare Goodwin (p.4-6) and Sandi Paucic (p.3), starring Rebecca Geldard (Bernadette), René Fahrni (Oliver), Paul Harper (Christian) and Clare Goodwin (Breast stunt p.3). Photo shooting at the opening of the Swiss art awards in Basel on June 11 2007
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Update: Peet’s tea

Update: Rosario

By francisraven@gmail.com

By markcullen1@gmail.com

My Problematic Desire to be a Corporate Poet
I know next to nothing about tea. In January of this year I decided that
I would be a corporate poet and write a short collection of poems about
tea and try to sell it to Peet’s Coffee and Tea (http://www.peets.com).
The idea occurred to me after I attended a class at Peet’s on ‘flower infused’ teas such as jasmine and Earl Greys. I learned that classes on tea
and coffee are alternately taught on the first Sunday on every month at a
few of its stores. In April I decided that I would attend one. There were
only three “students” and the “teacher” was a barrista who had done a
little research on tea. But the fact that Peet’s had this class gave me the
idea they were not just a seller of coffee and tea but were attempting to
be a part of the coffee and tea culture, and perhaps even a leading proponent of that scene.
I then thought that one aspect of culture that I know fairly well is poetry
and so I set out to write a short book of poetry about Peet’s tea. Of course,
I hoped that they would print the poems as a book or, at least, put a few
in their newsletter that that would be fine as well. And I also hoped that
they would pay me some money for the poems, but that wasn’t my motivation for writing the poems. Thus, I had decided to be a corporate poet:
a poet who endorses a brand. I hoped that this would bring to the fore all
of modern culture and contemporary art’s relationship to it. Of course,
nothing this enlightening happened. But I did learn a lot about business
models and advertising.
There are a few points of clarification that must be made in relation to
corporate poetry and the corporate poet. First, I really love Peet’s tea. It
has often been said that poets lie and this has been held against them for
quite a long time. But the strange thing about tropes, and in actuality, all
poetic language is that it can’t keep its lies straight. It double lies, triple
lies, contradicts itself and always extends further than it originally had intended. In essence, poetry has a difficult time staying on message. Since
I seriously enjoy Peet’s teas, however, I believe that I can keep my very
own poetry on message, but this continues to be one of the most difficult
aspects of being a corporate poet.
The second point is that I don’t believe that Peet’s is a horrible company
associated with the ills of globalization. I would have been placed in more
of a moral quandary had I wished to write poems for Starbucks. Starbucks
has great coffee, but it is associated with the negative impacts of globalization. I believe (but do not know) that Peet’s is a fairly good company,
that it neither will nor will try to take over the world, and that it does not
damage humanity. Art is usually seen to be on the side of the good and
the righteous and it would perhaps damage the name of poetry if it became to be seen as merely a corporate puppet. Thus, the corporate poet
must not write poems for horrible companies.
Third, I do want money from Peet’s to write these poems. This, of course,
poses a problem that must to be considered from many positions. Often
the mere scent of money mixed with the rich odor of art is seen to corrupt that art. When this notion is taken to mean that the artist shouldn’t be
paid for her art I believe that it has been taken too far. It is true that both
public and corporate art have the capacity to be merely tools of the state
or of corporations. But like I said before, with poetry, this fear is eased
by the mere fact that poetry cannot stay on message; it has to keep lying,
turning on itself, being direct with no one, not even itself. Of course,
money can be in conflict with the goals of art, but if that conflict is real,
then it, in some sense, strips the art from the work of art. In this case,
the corporate artist would cease to be an artist and would be merely an
advertiser. At least this is true in the case of poetry. oetry is not poetry
without its indirection. This makes poetry a very delicate unmarketable
item which is one reason that I felt comfortable taking on the role of ‘corporate poet’; ‘corporate poet’ could not mean ‘corporate tool’ as long as I
kept the ‘poet’ part. But just to be safe I did not ask Peet’s for money and
stopped writing quote-unquote corporate poetry for fear that my reputation would be sullied.

Since starting out about 80 artists have engaged intensively with the group
that changes every year. Given this level of engagement it should only be
a matter of time before it bears fruit and stimulates wider activity in the
city. The scene in Rosario can also look to the institutional support that
is present now in the form of MACRO, the new anex to the Museo Municipal de Belles Artes Castignino. This museum of contemporary art is
housed in a ten floor partially renovated grain silo on the bank of the Parana River. As an anex of the Castignino it is directed by Fernando Farina
who also directs the other significant space, the Museo La Capital a private
museum owned by the city‘s premier newspaper at which he was the art
critic. Clearly a man of with a lot on his plate in Rosario. While some of
the exhibitions have been uneven at times, there is a sense that MACRO is
aware of its important nurturing role. Most of the recent exhibitions have
had significant input from local artists. A reciprocal bond between artists
and the museum appears to have evolved as most of the recent acquisitions
have being donated by the artists. This has led to the museum having a
diverse and large collection of contemporary Argentine art.

Work by Alejandra Tavolini. All photos by Marc Cullen

Update: Tehran
By aeneaswilder@hotmail.com

MACRO, the new museum of contemporary art

It may also lead to another policy of the museum which is to invite
external curators such as the para-physicist Rafael Cippolini to curate
shows from the entire modern and contemporary collection. Un mundo
de tentaciones, Cippolini‘s remix of the collection was a high point of
my stay in Rosario. With the Belles Artes Museum and the cross town
MACRO both taking part and a bunch of Columbian artists around on
exchange, coupled with an art train sing along to take us between venues stocked with evermore glasses of Mendocian bubbly adding to the
sense of occasion. The exhibition, divided into distinct sober sections in
the MACRO, became more lively with conflicting mixes of styles and
content in the usually more reserved Belles Artes Museum. My particular favourite was Nicola Constantino‘s video of farm animals with the
most unusual gaits, walking across a pasture towards the camera, to the
tune of a disjointed and disharmonious contemporary jazz track. It took
a few repeated viewings to work out that they were in fact dead animals
reanimated by the means of a mechanical walker that was displayed as a
sculpture elsewhere in the show. The walker was digitally edited out of
the video composite of the lurching animals in the Wizard of Oz type
green meadow.
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Innovative exhibition strategies are at the heart of many independent artist projects particularly in cities where available outlets are limited. Lorena Cardona in her video work extracts discreet moments of time from
popular cinema, concentrating on nuances of micro expression that she
then loops using digital editing. The prevalence of digital mediation and
the ease at which it can be disseminated online inspired her to look for
possibilities to exhibit her multi screen installation. She hit upon the idea
of utilising the generic cybercafes as a cheap and effective means of presenting her work. Taking advantage of the digital copy and the omnipresent cybercafe she initiated an exhibition of her work in three cities in
Argentina on the one night within a total budget of Euro 50. Since the
2001 economic crash, working within a tight budgets or downsizing has
faced many Argentine artists with some artists giving up on large format
photography altogether, while others have considered putting a distinctly
South American spin on things. At ARTEBA parodies of European art
seen through an Argentine or South American filter were present in the
form of Alejandra Tavolini‘s collection of stuffed toys such as sharks and
sheep suspended in liquid in glass tanks. That they were selling in multiples will testify to the buoyancy of the Buenos Aires market. ARTEBA
also confirmed the artworlds love affair with rabbits and woodland creatures is as passionate there as it is up north.
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Dear Jim, greetings from Charles De Gaulle Airport. I must thank you
again for your introduction to professor Iain Hutchison. His work on plasma physics is certainly fascinating and I felt a bit like Ringo Starr meeting
Elvis in Graceland as I walked into Professor Hutchinson’s MIT research
facility. It certainly was an odd moment standing next to one of the worlds
leading nuclear physicists just days before arriving in Tehran.
I travelled to Tehran at the invitation of the 1st Tehran International
Sculpture Symposium. I agreed to participate not because I particularly
wanted to make a “sculpture” in a symposium setting, but because the
symposium would give me the opportunity to visit Iran, and to see a part
of the world that may well change beyond recognition due to the geopolitical climate that we are currently in. As you quite rightly pointed out
the last time we spoke, the Iraq of five years ago is now lost forever.
The prospect of visiting one of the world’s great centres of culture was
too attractive to let pass. The process of applying to the symposium was
straight forward, and I was delighted to receive the invitation as one of
the selected 20 artists. It was an all expenses paid trip with the possibility of being awarded one of several cash prizes worth several thousand
dollars. As they say in Iran “Persians will kill you with hospitality”. The
initial application process had dealt with over 400 applicants work. I will
be quite frank here when I say that I was quite shocked by the large
number of amateur and / or childish and simple works that had been selected for the shortlist of 50. It is debatable whether the final 20 artists
works were the best of the short-listed 50. There were some excellent
proposals that were screened out and I cannot help but wonder about the
selection committees decision to select certain works over others. There
were real problems in the end with the chief organisers of the symposium
and the fact that cultural propaganda was being used for political gain
from such an event. However, my main concern was not the artistic integrity of the selected works, nor of the symposium. My main concern was to
see Tehran, to see Iran, to meet with Iranians and to glimpse the complexity of a culture easily simplified and demonised by the western media.
The symposium consisted of 7 Iranian and 15 international artists. The
international artists were all put up in the 5 Star Esteghal Hotel located
in the north of Tehran. We would leave the hotel at 8am each morning
and travel by coach for one hour, through hellish traffic across northern
Tehran, to the symposium site. The symposium was located in Chitgar
Park, a popular location on the western outskirts of the city. We would
all work a full day and were provided with an outstanding banquette
style buffet lunch for all artists and assistants. The grass roots co-ordinators, the artists assistants and the catering staff were all charming. It was
whispered to me that all the artists were to have only a positive perception of Iran, and because of this the strain on the faces of many of the coordinators was evident to those who cared to notice. Work would stop
at 6pm where upon we would all, for one hour again – sometimes two
hours – travel back to the hotel. All the artists would be tired and dirty
after a hard days work. Once back at the hotel we would go to our rooms,
shower, change, and then eat in the rather bland restaurant in the hotel.
The rest of the evening would be spent in the hotel lobby, drinking soft
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drinks or coffee and talking. As everyone knows, alcohol is strictly prohibited in the Peoples Republic of Iran. The city of Tehran had spent a
fortune on the symposium and if you worked in stone or metal you would
be able to produce anything at the symposium location. However, I had
proposed to create a work in wood. Although the organisers knew what
my proposed work would be well in advance, they had failed to provide
any wood working machinery. In order to prepare my work I therefore
had to travel to the southern part of Tehran, to an area where all the wood
workshops in the city co-exist. Because of this I was one of the few artists
who saw anything of Tehran other than the hotel – bus – symposium site
– bus – hotel daily routine.
For one week I would meet each morning with my assistant, Hadi Hussein. We would then leave the hotel and catch a lift from one of the many
independent drivers who are willing to act as a taxi in exchange for some
Iranian Rials. The system is this: stand at the side of the road and when a
car slows down you shout out the name of your destination. If the driver
is going in your direction they may stop and give you a lift. This is a combination of communal transport and private enterprise at its finest. White
knuckle rides were the order of the day, until of course the traffic grinds to
a halt. Tehranian traffic is hellish and the roads are so congested for several
reasons. 1: public transport infrastructure is limited. 2: there are a massive
network of motorways that connect the various districts of Tehran – a city
of 14 million people. 3. any old banger is allowed on the road. 4: a litre of
petrol is currently priced at around 5p (10 US cents). There is currently a
public outcry at the possibility of the price being raised to 8p per litre.
Having procured our lift Hadi Hussein and I would be driven to Mirdamad, the most northern stop on the two line metro/ underground system.
From here we would take the metro to Darvazeh Shemiran station. There
I would work in a complex that served about 30 carpentry businesses.
In the area there are hundreds of such workshops. It was something of a
privilege to spend time with these manual labourers. We could not understand each other so well, but they were happy to incorporate me into
their daily routine, and shared with me their thoughts for the day during
mid morning snacks of boiled radishes, and tea. During one of our morning conversations the guys in the woodshop told me quite frankly that
Iranians only really want to do three things: eat, smoke hashish and fuck.
As you can imagine I practically choked on my boiled radish at that news.
During my week there, Hadi Hussein and I would go out to lunch each
day in the area, thereby allowing me to see a little more of the everyday
life in the city. I am sure I do not insult anyone when I say that Iran to me
is like a blend of India and France. Sophisticated chaos. If you ever make
it back here Jim, I recommend Mirza Ghasemi – a dish made from roasted
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aubergine, mashed with garlic, tomatoes and spices, usually served with
rice and topped with a fried egg. Chaotic Sophistication.

Art groupies

As I have some time before my plane departs, I will say something about
the reality of life in Iran, or more accurately, Tehran, which clearly has two
distinct and separate faces. There is the public or government sanctioned
face and there is the private or secret face. As I have mentioned, our life
as symposium artists was limited to the routine of hotel, bus, symposium,
bus, hotel. The Iranians were careful to keep their public and their private
lives separate. There were artists and others not connected to the symposium, but interested in the small international community of artists visiting
Tehran. Sometimes they would come to the hotel or show up at the symposium site, which I took simply to be good natured friendliness. However
there was careful observation and selection going on for their part and soon
they would begin to open up and invite some of us into their private lives.
If it was felt you could be trusted, a typical invitation would go like this:
Someone, identifiable or unidentifiable would mention quietly that they
would like to invite you out for the evening. They would say something
along the lines of “I would like to invite you to my house, please be in the
lobby of the hotel at 8.30pm, and please do not tell anyone about this”.
Having kept my lips sealed about the invitation, I would stand in the lobby
of the hotel at 8.30, to be met by an unidentified man who would gather
the three or four artists who had been given the “nod” and whisked off by
car to an undisclosed location – invariably a house. There you would be
ushered into the living room to be met by happy and casual people – who
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you may (or may not) have recognized from the symposium site. Everyone
would be casually dressed. The women were invariably dressed up, had
their hair fully exposed and dare I say it even wore revealing garments on
occasion. Food would be offered and drinks would be plentiful. I rarely
drink Vodka Jim, as you know – it is never my first choice of drink. However, during my 4 weeks in Tehran, I must have tasted every flavour of
Absolut Vodka that a Camden Market bar has to offer.
I enjoyed beer (mostly Heineken) as well as wine and other spirits. During one of these caldestine appointments I found to my pleasure that I
was attending the best party of my entire life. The party was hosted by a
fashion photographer. And was held in a private house – a massive building in the centre of town. In this case, once again, invitations were whispered and a car would arrive at the hotel to carry across town the selected
symposium artists trusted enough to go backstage into Iranian life. This
particular evening was like an episode of Miami Vice, written by Franz
Kaf ka. Back tracking through the city we eventually stopped half way
down a dead end suburban street. Plain clothed security men stood in the
street keeping watch for any signs of the police, authority, or state sponsored spies! We were taken through a side door into a large garden, and
then into a mansion house, via another side entrance. As we climbed a set
of stairs you could hear, ever so faintly, the sound of club/house/dance
music. And then we stepped through a door and into the party. The party had a resident DJ and was populated by about 60 of the most beautiful women, and men, I have ever seen, most of whom were gyrating like
there was no tomorrow. At least one famous actor was propping up the bar
– which was free for the entire evening. Men in Tuxedos and white gloves
would empty ashtrays and proffer olives every 5 minutes. The main 6
metre high wall of the house had painted on it a mural of a tanned woman
in a Bikini holding a champagne glass, smiling and winking. There was
no fucking or hashish, and little more than olives to nibble on, but it was
still the best party of my entire life. Only on one occasion was I privately
invited out where there was no alcohol. This was because we went for
coffee at a local mall, just to see how the ordinary young people spend their
evenings. This is where and how the opposite sexes meet, or for that
matter the same sexes. I hope you like the photo attached showing two of
Iran’s finest out for a casual coffee.
I read just now in the paper that the political crisis relating to the 15 British service personnel taken to Tehran continues. According to the British
press there were 200 angry Iranian protesters waving placards, stamping
their feet and shouting outside the British Embassy in Tehran, no doubt
calling for the blood and/or heads of all westerners. Sitting here in the
airport, and thinking back on my time in Iran - the mausoleum of Hafez,
Shiraz and Persepolis and so many other great things - I cannot help but
wonder why the other 13, 999,800 good people of Tehran did not care
to join these protesters.
The gate is closing and they are threatening to offload my bags, I must
run. Good luck with the second edition of your thesis, may it sell another
100,000 copies. With best wishes, Aeneas
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